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              Get the #1-Rated LSAT Prep for Free

              “My starting score was 150 and I just got a 170! LSATMax is my hero!”




          
        


        
          
            Try LSATMax Risk Free
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                It's unlimited. No credit card required.

                By signing up, you agree to our Terms & Privacy Policy.

              

            

          

        


        
            	95 REAL Prep Tests
	1,000+ hrs Video Training
	400K+ Students
	99th Percentile Instructors
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          Kyle Ryman

          Texas A&M

        

      


        
          +20 Points with LSATMax

        

        
          150
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          170

        

      
        I scored below a 150 on my first practice LSAT in November. In June I took the LSAT and scored a 170. I couldn't have done it without LSATMax.
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          Callie Ives

          Texas A&M

        

      


        
          +16 Points with LSATMax

        

        
          148
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          164

        

      
        LSATMax helped me get my score up from a 148 to a 164. I was offered so many full rides which wouldn’t have been possible without LSATMax.
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          Austin Sheehy

          University of Central Oklahama

        

      


        
          +15 Points with LSATMax
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          170

        

      
        LSATMax is my hero! My starting score was around a 155-158, and I scored a 170 on the June LSAT!
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          Chris Dinkel

          Oral Roberts University

        

      


        
          +22 Points with LSATMax
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          174

        

      
        I went from a 152 to a 174. I'm just excited to have a shot at top end schools again.
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          Katherine Carey

          Emory Law School

        

      


        
          +9 Points with LSATMax

        

        
          158
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          167

        

      
        While I was preparing to take the LSAT I was working full time. LSATMax was personalized, user friendly and structured in a way that I could create a schedule that worked for me.
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          Natalie King

          University of Richmond School of Law

        

      


        
          +15 Points with LSATMax
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          166

        

      
        I can't speak more highly of LSATMax. I raised my score 15 points and I know that I got into law school because of LSATMax.
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          Jackson Minasian

          Cal Poly

        

      


        
          +13 Points with LSATMax

        

        
          154
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          167

        

      
        I tried LSATMax after my attempt with the $950 Testmaster's online equivalent brought my score from a 154 to a 158. LSATMax was different in all the right ways.
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          Davis Metzger

          

        

      


        
          +12 Points with LSATMax
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          171

        

      
        The tutors at LSATMax were a godsend. They took me from a 159 to a 171 on my LSAT. I wouldn't have been able to get my score up without them.
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          Jordan Birnholtz

          

        

      


        
          +23 Points with LSATMax

        

        
          148
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          171

        

      
        LSATMax helped me raise my score from a 148 diagnostic to a 171 in seven months. I'm thrilled with that outcome. LSATMax's tutors were exceptional.
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          Alexandra Mathieu

          

        

      


        
          +12 Points with LSATMax

        

        
          146
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          158

        

      
        The program itself is massively helpful from having the actual books in front of you to having the entire course in an app. LSATMax is the reason I am going to law school this fall.
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            5 Stars with 4.2k Reviews
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            4.8 Stars with 1,272 Reviews

          

        

      


  







     
          
                What are the Benefits of Our LSAT Prep Course?
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                                        A Comprehensive
 LSAT Course

                                        Available On-Demand.
 Anytime. Anywhere. 
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                                        Real Questions

                                        LSATMax uses only real questions
 from previous LSATs. 
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                                        Whiteboard Video Lectures

                                        Watch our expert instructors work through LSAT concepts and questions with proven strategies that will never let you down.
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                                        Access to World-Class Instructors

                                        Get your questions answered by our expert instructors via the app’s real-time message boards. 
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                                        Detailed Analytics

                                        Our app’s analytics track your progress and pinpoint where you should spend your precious time.
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               Features Designed to Raise Your Score.

               
                  
                    
                      
                        

                        All 95 Prep Tests

                        Practice to the exam by studying with real questions only.

                      

                      
                        

                        1,500+ hrs of Video

                        Proven strategies & techniques guaranteed to raise your score.

                      

                      
                        

                        Daily Live Classes

                        Join our 99th percentile instructors for live Q&As or watch replays on-demand.

                      

                      
                        

                        Unlimited Personalized Support & Guidance

                        From 99th percentile instructors via phone, email, text, chat and Discord.

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        

                        Digital LSAT & LSAT-Flex Simulator

                        Simulate an authentic digital LSAT experience on all 95 Prep Tests.

                      

                      
                        

                        Detailed Analytics

                        Pinpoint your weaknesses to maximize your precious prep time.

                      

                      
                        

                        99th Percentile Instructors

                        Our tutors and instructors are the best LSAT talent available.

                      

                      
                        

                        In-Depth Explanations

                        Unparalleled explanations for every question and every answer choice.

                      

                    

                    

               

               
                  
                     Get Started for Free Today.

                     
                        
                          Try LSATMax Risk Free no credit card required
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                              By signing up, you agree to our Terms & Privacy Policy.

                            

                          

                        

                     

                  

               


          

     


    
  
      
        
          How Your Score Can
 Save Your Wallet.

          A good score can get you a merit scholarship and into a school that sends many graduates to high-paying employers.

          Learn More
        


        
          FACT:

          90% of students with an LSAT score of 166 or above receive merit scholarships.

        

      


      
        
          
            
              Student A: 170
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            	School	Washington St Louis
	USNWR Ranking	17
	Starting Salary	$162,000
	Net Tutition Cost	$52,335


          


          
            
              Student B: 155
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            	School	U of Nebraska - Lincoin
	USNWR Ranking	76
	Starting Salary	$60,000
	Net Tutition Cost	$62,000


          

        

      

    







    

  
    
      LSAT Resource Hub

      LSAT Prep Resources

      More Questions on the LSAT Exam and LSAT Prep

    


    
      
        
          LSAT Resource Hub.

          We've gathered all the most important information to help you prepare for the LSAT — and pass it with
            flying colors.

        

        
          
            
              LSAT Basics

              Nail the fundamentals of the LSAT.

            

            	LSAT Test and Registration Dates
	LSAT Test Structure
	LSAT Format: Everything You Need to Know
	How the LSAT is Scored
	LSAT Accommodations
	LSAT Test Elements:
                	Logical Reasoning
	Analytical Reasoning
	Reading Comprehension
	Writing Section


              


          

          
            
              LSAT Score Conversions

              Learn how to convert the score you have into the one you need.

            

            	How to Convert a Raw
                  LSAT Score
	LSAT Flex Score Conversion
	GRE to LSAT Conversion


          

          
            
              LSAT Percentiles, Law School Predictors and Rankings

              Find out if your LSAT score can get you into your dream law school.

            

            	LSAT Percentiles
	Law School Predictor
	Law School Ranking


          

        

      


      
        
          
            LSAT Prep Resources.

          

          
            
              
                Core LSAT Prep Guides and Materials

                The key tools you need to ace the LSAT.

              

              	Free LSAT Prep Practice Test Resources
	LSAT Prep: Creating a Study Calendar
                
	Free Daily LSAT Prep Drills
	LSAT Prep Books
	LSAT Prep: Taking a Diagnostic Test
	LSAT Tutoring Services


            


            
              
                LSAT Prep Concepts

                Understanding the core principles behind the LSAT.

              

              	LSAT Prep Concept: The Only vs Only
	LSAT Prep Concept: The No Statement
	LSAT Prep Concept: Negation
	LSAT Prep Concept:
                    Sufficient and Necessary Practice Only
	LSAT Prep Concept: The Logical
                    Opposite
                
	LSAT Prep Concept: Sufficient and
                    Necessary Conditions
	LSAT Prep
                    Concept:
                    The Unless Sufficient and Necessary Sentence
	LSAT Prep
                    Concept: Combining a Most Statement with a Most Statement
	LSAT Prep Concept: The Unless Statement


            


          


        

      



      
        
          
            More Questions on the LSAT Exam and LSAT Prep.

            All the answers you need to be fully prepared for the LSAT.

          

          	What is the LSAT?
	What Questions Are On the LSAT?
	What is a Good LSAT Score?
	Is the LSAT Hard?
	How Long is the LSAT?
	When to Take the LSAT?
	How Many Times Can You Take the LSAT?
	What is the LSAT Fee Waiver Program?
	Is it Worth Retaking the LSAT?
	How Long Are LSAT Scores Valid?
	What to Bring to the LSAT?
	How Long Should You Study for the LSAT?
            
	How to Study for the LSAT?


        

      


    











       
        
          Common Questions About the LSAT.

          
              
              Can you retake the LSAT and improve your score?
            

              
              Where to start with the LSAT?
            

              
              How long do LSAT scores last?
            

            
              Where are LSAT test centers?
            

            
              Which LSAT section to study first?
            

            
              What do I need for the LSAT?
            

            
              How is the LSAT scored and how does scoring work?
            

            
              Why LSAT vs GRE?
            

            
              What are the best LSAT prep tests to take?
            

            
              Which LSAT prep tests are the hardest?
            

            
              What LSAT prep course should I buy?
            

            
              How do I choose my LSAT prep course?
            

            
              Why are LSAT prep courses so expensive?
            

            
              How much should I spend on LSAT prep?
            

            
              Should I pay for LSAT prep?
            

            
              How long does an LSAT prep test take?
            

            
              When should I take the LSAT prep course?
            

            
              How long is an LSAT prep course?
            

            
              How early should you prep for the LSAT?
            

            
              How many hours should I prep for the LSAT?
            

            
              How long does it take to prep for the LSAT?
            

            
              What is the best LSAT prep book?
            

            
              Are LSAT prep books worth it?
            

            
              Can I use an old LSAT prep book?
            

            
              Where can I take LSAT classes?
            

            
              Are older LSAT prep tests harder?
            

            
              How do you prep for the LSAT?
            

            
              Does LSAT prep work?
            


          

          
            
              Can you retake the LSAT and improve your score?

              This really depends on both how and how long you prepared for your first attempt. If you signed up for an 8-10 week course right before your LSAT, then you can absolutely improve your score by continuing to prep and retaking the LSAT. 

              Generally speaking, the longer you prepare for the LSAT, the higher you will score. This of course assumes that you are preparing with the correct strategies but the LSAT is learnable. What makes the LSAT unique in terms of standardized exams is that it is not a subject based exam. You are not being asked to memorize and regurgitate on the LSAT. You are being asked to change the way you think and changing the way you think takes longer.
 
            

              
              Where to start with the LSAT?

              The best place to start is by taking a real practice LSAT under simulated exam conditions. 

              Taking a practice LSAT will give you a very good understanding of the exam as well as your current score. Just do NOT get discouraged if you score lower than you were expecting. Remember, our founder's first practice LSAT made him reconsider law school altogether. 

            

              
              How long do LSAT scores last?

              Your LSAT score is valid for five years. The Law School Admissions Council reports all LSAT scores for the prior 5 year period automatically. Your LSAT score must have been valid when the application cycle opened.

              For example, assume a law school's application cycle opened on September 1, 2018.  Students submitting an LSAT score for this application cycle must have taken the LSAT on or after September 1, 2013.

            


            
              Where are LSAT test centers?

              LSAT test centers are the physical locations where LSAC officially administers the LSAT. Test centers are available in the United States as well as abroad. These locations can be law schools, universities, community colleges and even hotels.

              LSAT centers do fill up so if you are taking the LSAT, make sure you formally register as soon as possible to ensure that your ideal test center is available. 

            

            
              Which LSAT section to study first?

              You can really study any of the three sections, i.e. Logical Reasoning, Logic Games and Reading Comprehension, first. What matters more is getting started with your LSAT prep as soon as possible to maximize your prep time. 

              That being said, LSATMax does provide a recommended LSAT study schedule to guide your prep because certain concepts build off of previous ones (e.g. Strengthen with Necessary Premise builds off of the concept of Sufficient & Necessary) so it is a good idea to go in order to avoid feeling lost and/or confused.  

            

            
              What do I need for the LSAT?

              	Your LSAT Admission Ticket - you must present and sign page 1 of your admission ticket at the test center check-in table. The printout of your admission ticket must display the photo that you uploaded through your LSAC online account.
	Valid, Government-Issued Photo Identification - you will be required to present a valid, government-issued ID. The ID must be current (or have expired within 90 days of your test date) and must contain a recent and recognizable photo of you. The first and last name listed on your ID must match exactly the first and last name printed on your LSAT Admission Ticket.
	Pencils - bring three or four sharpened No. 2 or HB wooden pencils with good erasers. Mechanical pencils and mechanical erasers are prohibited. Pencils and sharpeners WILL NOT be supplied at the test center.


            


            
              How is the LSAT scored and how does scoring work?

              Your LSAT score is entirely based on the number of questions answered correctly on the four scored multiple choice sections of the exam. 

              Each LSAT has 100 or 101 questions and the number you answer correctly is your raw score. Your raw score is then converted using your specific LSAT's conversion chart into your scaled score of 120-180. 

            


            
              Why LSAT vs GRE?

              The most significant argument for taking the LSAT over the GRE has nothing to do with the structure of the tests. The fact remains that 75 percent of law schools do not accept the GRE. Why limit yourself to a handful of schools if you have a serious desire to be a lawyer?

              If you’re aiming for the best law schools in the country, for instance, you’ll be able to apply to Harvard but not Yale. 

            


            
              What are the best LSAT prep tests to take?

              Recent LSAT prep tests, such as PT 90, PT 91, and PT 92, are the best to take right before your official LSAT. All PTs from 2007 (PT 52) onward are in the current LSAT format and useful for studying.

            

            
              Which LSAT prep tests are the hardest?

              All of them. LSAC uses a process called “normalization” to equalize the difficulty of each LSAT. For LSAT prep tests with tougher questions, test-takers can get high scores with fewer correct answers.

            

            
              What LSAT prep course should I buy?

              LSATMax is the leading comprehensive LSAT prep course available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store, with thousands of five star ratings and a 17-point average score increase.

            

            
              How do I choose my LSAT prep course?

              Choose an LSAT prep course, such as LSATMax, that includes access to a full curriculum and every published LSAT for as long as is necessary to achieve your desired LSAT score. This may take 6+ months.

            

            
              Why are LSAT prep courses so expensive?

              LSAT prep courses pay for themselves by unlocking law school merit scholarships. LSATMax offers free full scholarships to low-income students who have an LSAC fee waiver.

            

            
              How much should I spend on LSAT prep?

              LSAT prep can cost several hundred to several thousand dollars, depending on what study method you choose. LSATMax offers free full scholarships to low-income students who have an LSAC fee waiver.

            

            
              Should I pay for LSAT prep?

              Paying for an LSAT prep course and/or tutoring will increase your chance of achieving your desired score. LSATMax students increase their LSAT scores by 17 points on average.

            

            
              How long does an LSAT prep test take?

              A four-section LSAT prep test takes 140 minutes, or two hours and twenty minutes, not counting any break time between sections. Some students may receive extra time due to disabilities.

            

            
              When should I take the LSAT prep course?

              Take an LSAT prep course when you have time to dedicate at least 180 hours to LSAT preparation over a 4-6 month period, and at least 6 months before you plan to apply to law school.

            

            
              How long is an LSAT prep course?

              LSAT prep courses may be instructor-led, lasting 6-10 weeks, or self-paced, lasting as long as you need to study for the LSAT. LSATMax offers 60, 180, or 365-day LSAT prep course subscriptions.

            

            
              How early should you prep for the LSAT?

              LSAT scores are valid for five years, so you can prep for the LSAT anywhere from five years to six months before you intend to apply to law school.

            

            
              How many hours should I prep for the LSAT?

              Prepping for the LSAT takes about 180 hours of study time, across a 4 to 6 month period. Students needing a larger LSAT score increase or who cannot study regularly may need more time.

            

            
              How long does it take to prep for the LSAT?

              Plan on a total of about 180 hours of LSAT prep before your test: 80 hours to complete an LSAT prep course (including homework) and 100 hours of self-directed practice and review.

            

            
              What is the best LSAT prep book?

              Top-rated LSAT books include The Official LSAT SuperPrep, The Road to 180 (e-book only), The LSAT Trainer, 33 Common LSAT Flaws, and LSAC’s books of official LSAT prep tests.

            

            
              Are LSAT prep books worth it?

              Official LSAT prep tests are absolutely necessary for LSAT preparation. Additional books are a worthwhile investment for LSAT students, but may need to be supplemented with a course and/or tutoring.

            

            
              Can I use an old LSAT prep book?

              Older LSAT prep books from 2007 or later may still be useful to LSAT students, but newer LSAT prep books will contain questions that were used on the test more recently.

            

            
              Where can I take LSAT classes?

              LSAT classes are offered in-person in most major metropolitan areas in the United States. Online LSAT classes, such as LSATMax, can be taken from anywhere in the world. 

            

            
              Are older LSAT prep tests harder?

              Older LSAT prep tests may contain questions of a type or style not seen on the modern LSAT, but they are neither harder nor easier than today’s tests. LSAT scoring equalizes the difficulty of all LSATs.

            

            
              How do you prep for the LSAT?

              You can prep for the LSAT by self-studying with books, taking an in-person course, taking a self-paced remote course like LSATMax, and/or studying with a private tutor.

            

            
              Does LSAT prep work?

              LSAT prep does increase students’ average LSAT scores. LSATMax students increase their LSAT scores by an average of 18 points.

            




          

        

      


  




    


    Find the Best Law School Near You.


    
        	Alabama
	Arizona
	Arkansas
	California
	Colorado
	Connecticut
	Delaware
	Connecticut
	Georgia
	Hawaii
	Idaho
	Illinois
	Indiana
	Iowa
	Kansas


    

        
        	Kentucky
	Louisiana
	Maine
	Marland
	Massachusetts
	Michigan
	Minnesota
	Mississippi
	Missouri
	Montana
	Nevada
	New Hampshire
	New Jersey
	New Mexico
	New York


    

        
        	North Carolina
	North Dakota
	Oklahoma
	Oregon
	Rhode Island
	South Carolina
	South Dakota
	South Carolina
	Tennessee
	Texas
	Utah
	Vermont
	Virginia
	Washington
	West Virginia
	Wisconsin
	Wyoming
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			Our Students Give Us High Marks on TrustPilot



			

		
			
				Excellent
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				Based on 589 reviews
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								If you want to improve/crush your LSAT, LSATMax is going to be your best friend. 

								If you want to improve/crush your LSAT, LSATMax is going to be your best friend. The program supplies the individual with an amazing toolkit for success. It is a well organized program which tracks your progress, has amazing informational videos that support a smooth learning process, and also has amazing tutors who are knowledgeable and care about your journey. The program even has a special analytic features to support the student in seeing their problem areas, as well as, their successful areas. I enjoy the live office hours. Another great feature is, if you miss the office hours and wanted to see what they worked on, you have the ability to go back and watch them. Mehran and Jessica care about their community and are very accessible. I cannot be happier with my score, and I cannot thank the LSATMax team enough!

								Zoe Jan 31
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								163 to 178

								By sticking to LSATMax's flexible yet rigorous program and utilizing office hours with their excellent tutors, I was able to improve my score from a 163 to a 178. LSATMax is intuitive and easy to use; and, most importantly, the LSATMax team is constantly innovating, exploring new strategies and methods to get an edge on its competition. Indeed, I would recommend LSATMax to anyone at any point in their LSAT journey. 

								Devon Page Nov 30
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								I used the tutoring services at TestMax to bring my score up 8 points and get into my dream law school

								I used the tutoring services at TestMax for my LSAT and had a great experience! Ravi Reddy was my tutor and was the best. He helped to bring my score up 8 points and helped to polish my applications. I got into my dream law school and owe a big thank you to Ravi and TestMax!

								Shannon Schulz May 15
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								I am learning!

								I classify myself as a bright student, but generally I am anxious test taker. Thus, I was worried I would not be able to "learn" the LSAT. However, LSATMax has exceeded my expectations and I feel that I am indeed learning how to take the LSAT..

								Braxton Johnson May 12
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								Tutoring With Ravi Increased My Score Expeditiously

								I want to give a major shout out to Ravi for tutoring me. At the beginning of this year my average PT was 161. I could not improve anymore on my own. By the grace of God I was able to get connected with Ravi in March and by April my PT average increased to 168. I increased 7 points in a month based solely on his customized study plan. Thanks to him I feel more confident and ready to take the official exam. If you are stuck and need any assistance I highly encourage you to run and contact him. My only regret is that I didn’t get in contact with him sooner.

								Shawn May 11
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								Excellent Tutors

								The tutors and customer support for LSAT Max are the best!  Truly enjoy how the tutors teach and explain complex terminology.

								Joseph Rocco May 10
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								Ravi from LSAT Max was extremely…

								Ravi from LSAT Max was extremely helpful in answering my questions and was listening to me the entire time. He also helped me with whatever I needed during my tutor session, such as giving different strategies to tackle a problem.

								Matthew Tzorfas May 09
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								Get a Tutor! I recommend Ravi!

								I utilized tutoring with Ravi for about one month prior to my test. I honestly wish I had met him sooner. He was excellent at helping me think more proficiently on games. I recommend using him when you feel comfortable with games because he will definitely take you to the next level. Overall, LSAT max's platform has been really great for me. It takes discipline.. but so will law school!

								Olamide Adeyeye May 09
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								Ravi was the absolute best

								Ravi was the absolute best. He's in a league of his own. I had to retake my test with technical difficulties but still scored 160, which got me a 47k scholarship to Chapman Law School. It wouldn't of been possible without him.

								Muhammad Sheikh Apr 16
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								I was really struggling to reach the…

								I was really struggling to reach the score I needed on the LSAT and after only 3 months with LSATMAX and my score went up 20 points! The tutors are so nice and really helpful in explaining and helping me work through what I didn’t understand. Great experience!

								Alexis Dahler Mar 30
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								The video tutorials and the practice…

								The video tutorials and the practice questions sections are great in explaining all of the types of concepts, and taking their practice tests is just like taking the actual LSAT. Great customer service as well, BELIEVE ME! I just got accepted to law school, and I owe it all to God and TestMax! Thank you TestMax!

								Barry Cohen Mar 15
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								LSAT Max helped me get a 165.

								LSAT Max was essential in helping me achieve a 165 on the LSAT.  My first practice test came back as a 155, so I had a significant improvement with this program.  I recommend taking full advantage of the tutoring.  I had Ravi Reddy as my tutor and he helped me take my scores to the next level beyond what was provided in the curriculum.

								John Young Mar 15
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								LSATMAX LSAT REVIEW

								LSATMAX was essential in my success on the LSAT! The program truly works and meeting with my tutor only reinforced the concepts that I was learning in the program! I never would’ve been successful and gotten into my dream law schools without LSATMAX!!!

								Amelia Ruggles Mar 15
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								TestMax Review

								The program gave me most of what I needed to be successful on the LSAT. However, there were some other books I had to consult to gain some more necessary knowledge that the course did not provide me with. The main thing that I enjoyed about this program was the tutoring hours. Clyde Engle was my tutor and did an amazing job of always helping answer any questions I had and preparing me for success on the test.

								Nicholas Abkarian Mar 04
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								I would definitely recommend LSATMax…

								I would definitely recommend LSATMax for doing well on the LSAT. The course was really helpful in giving me a foundation of what to expect on the test and the skills necessary to do well. Also, the daily office hours were great for helping me learn other strategies from various tutors who you can tell have a deep understanding of and appreciation for the test. Additionally, working with a tutor (I worked with Ravi, who I would definitely recommend—he was really great and easy to work with!!) helped me a ton with finding out what I was struggling with and how to mitigate those problems. He helped me so much with not just the content of the test but also with making me feel a thousand times more confident about the test. I credit him and the course with helping me not only do well the first time I took the test but also helping me raise my score by another eight points a couple months later. 10/10 would recommend for anyone who plans to take the LSAT!

								CCB Mar 04
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								I've been a troubled student...

								I've been a troubled student for my entire learning career.  I was recently diagnosed with ADHD, Dyslexia, and a TBI.  However, even with all of these "issues" TestMax makes this understandable and easier for me to digest.

								Todd Colichia Feb 18
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								From 157 to 174

								I started studying for the LSAT around February of 2021. I got a 157 on the first diagnostic, after a small amount of practice. At first, it was discouraging, but I did some research and saw there was people out there who raise their scores a considerable amount. My friends recommended TestMax as a prep course for the LSAT and I gave it a try. I began studying everyday and slowly working my way through the course. It helped me out tremendously and the staff are super informative and responsive to your questions and needs. I ended up receiving a 174 on the January LSAT and it really would not have been possible without this prep course!! Those stories you see of people raising their scores by 15-20 points are real and you can do the same thing if you are willing to put the work in.

								Kyland Carreon Feb 07
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								Thanks to LSATMax

								Thanks to LSATMax, I was able to raise my score 11 points in a short amount of time. However, this would not have been remotely possible without the help of an excellent tutor, Rob. He was able to explain concepts that I was struggling with in a clear, concise manner and guide me through problems with precision and enthusiasm. I had struggled with test anxiety in the past, but Rob gave me the confidence needed to succeed on test day. After working with Rob, taking the LSAT was a whole new experience. I highly recommend this program, and especially Rob, to anyone looking to improve their score!

								Cassidy Feb 07
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								Great Program

								These guys have all the tools you need to succeed.  Start early, be consistent, use every resource they have to offer, and your LSAT score will skyrocket.  I guarantee you that!  Great program.

								Marcus Feb 03
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								LSATMax Review

								Before LSATMax, I was struggling with understanding why certain answers were right and wrong and how to approach each question.  I was skeptical of purchasing any online courses/tools because I thought that it was going to be a complete waste of time and money.  However, after completing the course, I gained a whole new perspective on the LSAT, and suddenly, it did not feeling so challenging and overwhelming.  LSATMax was the reason I increased my score by seven points, and I am very grateful for that.  The money you spend on their courses is totally worth it, and look at it this way, you actually end up indirectly getting that money back with the scholarship (or higher one) you receive from your LSAT score.

								Katelynn Blair Feb 02
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